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Western's Master Plan

A Letter from the President
Fellow Alumni,
When I was a student at Western 35 years ago, I could feel the energy of a growing campus. Buildings
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were being built and progress was measured by an expanding campus. Campus pride was high, and our
grounds were magnificent.
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When I returned to campus in 1997, I was distressed to find a campus which was suffering from disrepair and deterioration. The daunting task of rebuilding our campus has, and will continue to have my
complete focus. Restoring the physical integrity and aesthetic character to our campus is among my
greatest responsibilities.
We preach to all Western students the value of pride, loyalty, and spirit. Those feelings, however, start with the impressions
they receive as a prospective student, the institutional self-esteem they develop as a current student and the sustained pride they
feel as alumni. I want our students to learn lifelong lessons on the Western campus, including the personal responsibility to maintain a quality living environment. We have to lead by example by providing a high quality of campus life and a living environment
which exudes cleanliness, orderliness, and aesthetic value. Pride in a university starts with being part of a place in which you can
be proud. The Western Spirit is and always has been largely about the wonderful place we call the Western campus.
The real challenge, however, is the repair and renewal of our campus buildings. Western was blessed to have many of its historic buildings designed by the architect Brinton B. Davis. He, under the leadership of Presidents Cherry and Garrett, helped create the architectural character that defines the top of our Hill. Most of those buildings and many of the buildings built in the '60s
by Presidents Thompson and Downing need to be renovated.
In 1997, when I asked the question "what is Western's most pressing need?" the near unanimous response of our students was
"what can you do to improve our residence halls?" They didn't need to tell me about our dining halls because I found the facilities
in the Garrett Conference Center and in the Downing University Center to be essentially the same dining halls that I frequented
as a student. In some cases, even the tables and chairs were the same.
The Master Plan that you will read about in this edition was created with this in mind. We have spent much of the last sixand-one-half years getting started. We have built and opened Mass Media and Technology Hall which houses our nationallyacclaimed School of Journalism and Broadcasting and our campus computing services. We will soon open a new complex for
Engineering and Biological Sciences. We have gutted and rebuilt ten residence halls and the other seven have received cosmetic and
structural improvements. We have upgraded our campus dining halls in both the Garrett Conference Center and the Downing
University Center, and more improvements are on the way. We have renovated Diddle Arena and restored its glorious history as
one of the finest basketball facilities in the nation. We have built the Guthrie Clock Tower and Carillon, creating a cupola bookend
matching the pinnacle of Cherry Hall. We are improving our grounds. This summer, we will begin rebuilding the overlook in front
of Van Meter Hall. We will be under way with a new parking structure this fall, and we are halfway through a complete renovation
of the Downing University Center. Since 1997, we have completed or are in the process of completing some $165 million in capital construction projects.
Over the next six years, we intend to pursue approximately $182 million in additional capital construction projects. We will
use a combination of state resources, private resources, and campus revenue to renovate Science and Technology Hall (old College
High), Thompson Complex-North and Central Wings, Snell Hall, Hardin Planetarium, Van Meter Hall, LT. Smith Stadium, Garrett
Conference Center, and Grise Hall. We will complete the renovation of the Downing University Center, and we will further improve
the remainder of our residence halls. We will also retrofit Florence Schneider Hall to be the future home of a Kentucky Academy
for Math and Science. We will replace our major in-ground electrical service, and we will address air quality problems in Tate Page
Hall, Ivan Wilson Center, and the Environmental Science and Technology Building.
We will not forsake our primary responsibility to support our faculty and students with Kentucky's best academic programs,
but we will not further defer the necessary maintenance of our facilities and the new life which must be breathed into this place
we call Western. I encourage all alumni to return to campus whenever possible to check out the improvements we have made to
the places that helped define your Western experience. Share this journey of renewal with me and see if you don't swell with the
same pride that I trust you experienced in your days as a Western student. This is your Western, and I want you to be as proud of
it as I am. Thank you.
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Roberts among most
influential people in
gifted education

concepts relate to protecting the ecol-

Oct. I, 2003, have been matched through

ogy of Tongass, America's largest

29 private gifts.Western submitted writ-

national forest at 19 million acres.

ten agreements for all of the donations
before Oct. I, and the funds were

Rafferty's makes gift

Dr. Julia Roberts, the Mahurin

received on Dec. 19.
"We are, for the third time in a row,

Professor of Gifted Studies and the

Rafferty's Inc. has made a gift of

director of The Center for Gifted

submitting gifts and pledges to match the

$100,000 to create an endowed schol-

Studies

Kentucky

entire pool of $4.7 million on the first

arship fund for Hotel, Restaurant, and

University, has been selected as one of

day that it was available," Hiles said.

Tourism Management students. The

the nations SO most influential people

"Western has taken a proactive

Rafferty's Inc. Endowed Scholarship has

in gifted education.

been matched by $100 ,000 from

approach to securing the available
matching funds. Twenty-nine donors

in

the Regional University Excellence

Gifted

have leveraged their personal gifts to
build critical endowments across key

Future Directions" for her 20-plus

Trust Fund.
Daniel J. Davis, president of
Rafferty's
Inc., said, "Rafferty's

academic disciplines at Western," said

years of working with gifted children,

Restaurant and Bar originally began in

their educators and parents coupled

applaud our legislature for its commit-

~owling Green more than 20 years ago.

with her advocacy work on the local,

ment to higher education in Kentucky.

Within our company we have many

state, national and international levels.

We are also grateful to our General

WKU

support

Assembly for such a program, and to the

Rafferty's success on a number of different levels. We decided to give this

alumni and friends who have made gifts

endowment for the Department of

our academic programs and utilize all of

Hotel,

Management to support and give back

our matching money."
Gifts from these donors ranged

to our hometown community, as well

from $100,000 to $ 1,000,000, including

as to promote the restaurant industry

the state matches.

at

Western

Dr. Roberts is
"Profiles

of

recognized

Influence

in

Education: Historical Perspectives and

The landmark book celebrates the
50th anniversary of the National
Association for Gifted Children, an
advocacy organization that addresses
the unique needs of the gifted child.

Gildersleeves make gift
in memory of father

Students in the Super Saturday's class "Painting the town red!'' add t o their mural for display in the
WKU Fine Arts Center.

$50,000

to

Western

Kentucky

University's Department of Geography

Bowling Green, and Kentucky as well as

and Geology to honor the memory of

the ongoing contribution that Western

their father, Dr. Benjamin Gildersleeve,
who was a highly respected geologist.
The

fam ily

Gildersleeve

gift

created

the

Fund

for

Endowed

Excellence in Geology and has been
matched by $50,000 through the
Regional University Excellence Trust
Fund.
"My brother Larry and I desired to

Larry Gildersleeve of Redmond,
Wash., and

in southeastern Alaska.

makes to the quality of life in the city to

Hoffman Institute
director involved
in projects

Tourism

WKU utilizes
"Bucks for Brains"
matching funds

Dr. Chris Groves, director of
Hoffman

and

allowing us to strengthen the quality of

as a professional career choice."

which our family moved in 1960."

WKU's

Restaurant,

they

Ransdell. "I

Western Kentucky University has

WKU Institutional
Advancement honored
at CASE District III
The

Division

of

Institutional

Advancement at Western Kentucky
University received several honors at

once again fully claimed all of its match-

establish this fund for the benefit of

Research Institute, has been busy in

ing funds available through the Regional

the District Ill meeting of the Council

Western's Geography and Geology

recent months.

University Excellence Trust Fund ("Bucks

for the Advancement and Support of

for Brains Program").
Tom Hiles, vice president for

Education.
WKU's

Department to honor our parents;

During the Christmas holiday

their long-term interest, work, and sup-

break, he traveled to a remote area of

port of Western; and, to recognize our

Hunan province in southwest China,

father's 45-year career as a highly

where he laid the groundwork for

respected

Kent

assisting Chinese scientists in a new

selecting

karst water resource development

geologist,"

said

"Also, in

Western we wanted to acknowledge

project and negotiated details for a

our undergraduate alma mater, the sub-

WKU led cave expedition to the area.

Kent Gildersleeve of

stantial but largely unrealized contribu-

Atlanta, Ga., recently made a gift of

tion that the members of the geology

4-

about protecting karst water resources

and

President Gary

Environmental

Gildersleeve.
Dr. Benjamin Gildersleeve

department make to the school,

address about 40 U.S. Forest Service
hydrologists and fisheries managers

alumni

WKU

In November, Groves traveled to
Alaska's Tongass National Forest to

Dr. Chris Groves discusses local water quality
with Chinese colleagues in Northern Guangxi
Province, China.

Development program

Instit utional Advancement, announced

received an award of excellence in Total

that Western has raised gifts to match

Educational Fund-Raising Program for

the $4,759,000 set aside by the 2003

the Investing in the Spirit Campaign. In

Kentucky General Assembly. This was

addition, Western received a Special

Dr. Groves was asked to attend

the third round of the popular endow-

Merit Award in Student Recruitment

t he conference to help the federal
managers better understand karst

ment matching program.
Hiles said the $4.7 million in match-

for the 2003-04 Viewboo~. The
Western Scholar, and for Annual

hydrology in general, and how these

ing funds, made available to Western on

Reports
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- - - - - CAMPUS NEWS - - - - "We are extremely proud of this
recognition, especially in light of the
fact that we were competing against
1. 100 entries," said Tom Hiles. WKU's
vice president for
Institutional
Advancement.
"The awards are a
tribute to our outstanding staff and
loyal and supportive alumni and friends."
CASE-Ill includes all of the southeastern United States.The awards were
presented during the organization's
annual conference in Atlanta Feb. 22-25.

Hensleys create
endowed scholarship
fund

CAMPUS NEWS

There was always such a spirit of camaraderie and fellowship. Jan and I hope
our support fosters that type of atmosphere for many years to come. We

cal integrity of the campus, and avoiding
any divisional cut that would be disproportionate of its share of the overall
budget. Dr. Ransdell said that no

want Western to still be that truly
unique place."

employees lost their jobs, most benefits
were preserved and only a few vacant
positions were eliminated. He added
that no students will be forced to
change academic programs because of

Got the vote? Student
participation in the
political process

Got the Vote1 Dr. Carl Kell WKU Department
of Communications moderates the discussion
for political panel participants.

WKU Regents approve
budget reduction plan

The

Western
Kentucky
University's American Democracy
Project (ADP) invited the campus and
general public to participate in a colloquium on student civic engagement. It
was held on Tuesday, Feb. 24, 2004 from

Jan and Robert Hensley of Bowling
Green recently made a gift to create the

7 to 9 p.m., Grise Hall Auditorium.
Room 235.

Robert B. and Jan Hensley Scholarship.
Robert ('56, '58) and Jan ('72) have made
numerous contributions to Western,
including a 1998 gift to establish the
Mary E. Hensley Lecture Series in memory of his mother.

Panel participants included The
Honorable Trey Grayson, Secretary of
State, Kentucky, The Honorable Sandy
Jones, Mayor, City of Bowling Green:
Dr. Saundra Ardrey, WKU Department
of Political Science, Department Head;

Mr. Hensley, an attorney in Horse
Cave, Ky., says he has always felt strongly about t he education he received at
Western. "It played an important part
in my personal development and prepared me well," he said. "I have fond
memories from my days as a student.

John Bradley, President, WKU Student
Government
Association,
Sarah
Davasher, College Young Republicans;
Kyle Gott, College Democrats, and Dr.
Carl Kell, WKU Department of
Communication and Panel Moderator.

Jan and Robert Hensley

Western Kentucky University's
Board of Regents approved a plan to
trim $S.6 million from the school's
budget by the end of the fiscal year.
The plan, which includes $3.2 million in cuts to the University's base

the cuts.
A complete breakdown of all
budget reductions and new policies
is
available
on line
at
http://www.wku.edu/budgetcuts.html.

Three Sorority Members Die in Wreck
Three freshmen members of Phi Mu sorority were killed in a one-vehicle accident Feb. 7 on Interstate 65 near Upto n, Ky.
Rachel Blevins, 19, of Oakland. Ky.; Katie Jeter, 19, of Franklin,Tenn.; and
Rachel Cate, 18, of Nashville, were killed while traveling to a sorority conference. Two other students, Jessica L. Sutton, 19, of Hendersonville, Tenn.,
and Cara Wright. 18, of Germantown. Tenn., were injured.
A memorial service for the sorority sisters was held Feb. 13 at Van
Meter Auditorium. About 500 members of the campus community, family
and friends attended.

WKU newspaper
wins national award

budget, was mandated by Kentucky
Governor Ernie Fletcher as part of a
plan to balance the state budget. It
includes $1 .45 million in unbudgeted
tuition revenue, $1.2 million from the
school's emergency fund and cuts and
policy changes from more than 20
other areas.

The College Heights Herald,
Western's student newspaper, received
its I0th national Pacemaker award and
was a finalist for another national honor.
The Herald, which also received
Pacemakers in 1981 , 1982, 1984, 1988,
1992, 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2002, was
honored in November at the National
College Media Convention in Dallas.
The Pacemaker awards, co-spon-

"The most difficult aspect of this
process has been trying to determine
how we will find $5.6 million with only

sored by the Associated Collegiate
Press and the Newspaper Association
of America Foundation, are considered
to be the Puliuer Prize of college
journalism.

five months left in the current fiscal
year," WKU President Gary Ransdell
said. "Nearly two-thirds of the
University's budget has already been
spent this year, yet the cotal cut must
be achieved before June 30."
While the process was difficult, D r.
Ransdell said it has "led to significant
policy changes which will allow

The Herald also was named collegiate crown finalists by the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association. The
Herald received a Silver Crown on
March 19 in New York City.
The Talisman, WKU's yearbook,
also received a Silver Crown in its first

Western to be a more efficient and
effective campus in the future. Our
budgeting process in the future will
have more clarity and preciseness."

major competition since returning to
publication after a six-year absence. At
the ACP meeting in November, the
2003 Talisman received second place in

He added that the cuts were
reached while achieving four personal
objectives: avoiding across-the-board
cuts, protecting major and minor aca-

Best in Show for yearbooks with fewer
than 300 pages.

demic programs, protecting the physi-
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Donors who utilized 2003 matching funds:
BB&T

Nancy a nd Tom Ba ird
Bowling Green I W estern
Symphony O rchestra
Foundation and
Allan and Susan Pribble
N eil F. Budde and
Virginia B. Edwards
Confidential Donor

Visiting Professorship in Business
Leadership and Ethics
Faculty Fund for Excellence for the
Kentucky Library
Faculty Fund for Excellence in Music

Faculty Fund for Excellence in Journalism
Scholarships

Confidential Donor

Scholarships

Commonwealth
Health Corporation

Scholarships

If you're like most people, you

home credits, burglary alarm systems

spend considerable time and energy

and other protective devices*. And

crying co keep up with work, home

you qualify for even greater discounts

and family. So much, in fact, that you

if you insure both your home and auto

barely have enough left over to think

with Liberty Mutual. These are just

about anything else -- least of all how

some of the many advantages of a pro-

co get the best races on auto and

gram that offers expert insurance

home

counseling as well as:

insurance.

Kentucky

The Western

University

Alumni

Association can help. We've found the
Friends and Family of
Pat Eubank French
Janet C . and Richard Frockt
Joan B. Garrison

Scholarships
Professorship in History

program from Liberty Mutual, which

24-hour emergency roadside
assistance"'*

Scholarships

features auto, home and renters insur-

Round-the-clock claims service

ance at discounted group rates* and

Individualized service from more
than 400 offices across the US
and Canada

Kent and Larry Gildersleeve

Faculty Fund for Excellence in Geology

Greenview Regional Hospital

Faculty Fund for Excellence in Nursing

Kerr Greulich Engineers, Inc.

Faculty Fund for Excellence in Engineering

Donald J. and Jennifer W. Greulich

Faculty Fund for Excellence in Engineering

Graham H atcher

answer in a new benefit called Group
Savings Plus®. This comprehensive

Lecture Series in Modern Languages

with convenient payment options, is a
simple, affordable way to prepare for

CONVENIENCE AND

life's bumps.

Dorris H utchison
Linda Keen and Chris Keen
Laura Goad Turner
Charitable Foundation
Logan Aluminum, Inc.

Visiting Professorship in Business
Leadership and Ethics
Scholarships
Scholarships
Faculty Fund for Excellence in Music
Scholarships

erage can be complicated and time-

One of the best things about

consuming, so we've done the legwork

Group Savings Plus is how little you

Sue and Melvin M orris
The Pelino Family
Rafferty's

Dr. Walter N . Scott

Professorship in Gifted Studies
Faculty Fund for Excellence in
Construction Management
Faculty Fund for Excellence in Corporate
and Organizational Communication
Faculty Fund for Excellence in Hotel,
Restaurant, and Tourism Management
Scott Professorship in Physiology

We were very

impressed that over 8,300 companies

Paula Anne Smith
Susan and Zuheir Sofia

including providing you with a number
of enrollment options. For example,

On top of that, 90% of all the compa-

you can meet with a representative at

ny's auto and home insurance cus-

a time chat's convenient for you. You

tomers renew their coverage, which

can visit a local Liberty Mutual office.

helps make Liberty Mutual one of the

Or. you can call Liberty's centralized

IO

companies

in

the

property/casualty insurance field. And,

South Central Bank

Endowed Concert Series and Scholarship

most importantly, Group Savings Plus

You, your spouse and any children
residing at home are eligible to reap

great value.

the benefits of Group Savings Plus.
To find out how much you can

Group discounts, other discounts,
and credits are available where
state laws and regulations allow,
and may vary by state. Certain
discounts apply to specific cover
ages only. To the extent permitted
by law, applicants are individually
underwritten; not all applicants
may qualify.

*

Service applies to auto policyholders and is provided by
Cross Country Motor Club of

save, call 1-800-524-9400.

Boston, Inc., Boston. MA or

www.libertymutual.com /

through Cross Country Motor

lm/westernkentucky.

Club of California, Inc., Boston,

savings you'll get with Group Savings

Both the call and the quote are com-

MA Coverage provided by and

Plus.

Auto policyholders can also

pletely free, and there's absolutely no

receive multi-car, safe driver, passive

obligation to buy. Just identify yourself

underwritten by Liberty Mutual
Insurance Company and its

restraints and anti-theft device dis-

as a Western Kentucky University

affiliates, 175 Berkeley Street,
Boston, MA.

Great rates are only part of the

M argaret and C al Turner

Professorship in Journalism

counts, while home insurance cus-

graduate and have your current poli-

D enny and Carol W edge

Visiting Professorship in Curriculum
and Instruction

tomers can also get discounts for new

cies handy.

Western Kentucky University

*

insurance counseling center coll-free.
It's that easy.

is convenient and affordable. It's just a

Scholarships
Visiting Professorship in Internacional
Studies

does virtually everything,

in the Group Savings Plus program.

AND SERVICES

Be n and Jill Smith and

have to do to get so much. Liberty
Mutual

and organizations already participate

cop
Dixie and Pete M ahurin

FLEXIBILITY

Choosing the best insurance cov-

for our members.
The Humana Foundation

Convenient payment plans
including _checking account
deductions or direct home billing
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Even before students and faculty
marched up College Street in 191 I
to occupy "the Hill," Henry Hardin
Cherry had a bold plan for what
would eventually become the campus ofWestern Kentucky University.
At that time the campus was literally situated on the hilltop with a small
cluster of buildings.
As enrollment grew, so did the
campus. D r. Cherry's 1909 plan gave
way to an even bolder vision when
Western merged with Ogden
College in 1928. The campus began
to spill over the south side of the
hill.
And so the cycle continues. As
WKU approaches its centennial, the
University has once again revised its
campus master plan, visions for the
next five and 20 years.
Dr. Gene Tice, Western's vice
president for Student Affairs and
Campus Services, said the latest
campus master plan grew out of a
parking study.
"We were trying to find parking, where we would locate parking
on the campus and how we would
do that in a thoughtful way so that it
all would come together," Dr. Tice
said. "Knowing that we were having
a lot of changes in the physical layout of the campus- renovating
buildings, adding new buildings-we
felt the need to update our campus
master plan and make sure that as
we located sites for new buildings or
as we renovated projects that all
that was consistent. And because of
the sudden growth in enrollment of
some 3,700 students that we had,
that really stressed the infrastructure."
A Master Planning Committee
chaired by Dr. Tice worked with the
firm of Gresham Smith and Partners
to update a campus master plan

Wes tern Kentucky Univers ity

developed in 1990. 'That was the
foundation," Dr. Tice said. "They
· took all of the information on our
1990 plan and really made suggestions on streets and parking
areas .... So working closely with the
city and the landscape architects and
our own construction folks, we put
together this plan."
The scope of the parking study
expanded as the committee included WKU President Gary Ransdell's
commitment to transform the physical appearance of the campus.
"When you look at the way the
lower campus looked prior to Dr.
Ransdell's arrival, and then all the
changes with the south lawn and the
bell tower and all the landscape
improvements we've made all over
campus, all that should be a part of
an overall plan," Dr. Tice said.

Alumni Spring 2004

The committee looked at
pedestrian traffic on campus, how to
get students from one end of the
campus to the other.They looked at
parking, shuttle systems, internal
streets, trying to bring all that
together. "So we had all those things
going on and the feeling was that we
need to put all this together in a
plan that makes sense because what
we don't want to do is have to do
something over again because we
haven't thought through all the possibilities," Dr.Tice said.
The 1990 campus master plan
called for moving parking and traffic
frdm the interior of campus to the
perimeter. The goal was to create a
corridor from the residence halls at
the bottom of the hill to the academic buildings at the top that
would not force pedestrians to
cross streets.
"As a pedestrian, you can go
from one end of campus to the
other without crossing the street,"

Dr. Tice said of that plan. "Now we
obviously have not accomplished
that, but we we're building up the
Hill with that goal in mind."
Progress has been made.
Regents Avenue was closed
between Normal Drive and Big Red
Way when the Preston Health and
Activities Center was built. Virginia
Garrett Avenue was closed when
North, South, East and West halls
were renovated and a campus plaza
was created. Access to Minton Hall
is now from Normal instead of
Virginia Garrett. The next step will

13

be to move access to the Grise Hall
parking lot from Garrett to Normal.
"We've been following the idea
and commitment to give pedestrians the right of way t hrough that
corridor, move parking to the
perimeter and then use our shuttle
system around our perimeter to
move people," Dr. Tice said. "The
next step is to see if we can design
bike paths and encourage other
means of transportation other than
just driving your car on campus.
Pedestrians, bike paths, shuttle systems, mass transit, all of those coming together as a part of the master
plan."
Traffic and parking are o nly a
part of the master plan. Dr.Tice said
t he committee also wanted to continue bringing the comfortable
atmosphere from the top of the Hill
to the southern end of campus.
"We're trying to create a physical
sense of warmth, inclusion, making

students comfortable, trying to create areas where students, faculty
and staff can come together and
visit-that's one of the things we're
trying to replicate from the top of
the Hill throughout the rest of the
campus," he said.

Garrett, with the Guthrie tower, and
the courtyard we're developing
between the Guthrie Tower and
Mass Media and Technology Hall.
We're trying to create green space
and protect that green space and
trying to make it a relaxed, comfort-

"The most important goal of the master plan is

,

to provide a flexible document with realistic
expectations for future growth,"
Dr. Gene Tice

Vice President of Student Affairs & Campus Services
"So many of our alumni relate
to the appearance and the feeling of
the top of the hill- t he landscaping,
that's kind of the spirit of Western;'
Dr. Tice said. "We're trying to bring
some of that same feeling visually to
the rest of the campus. We've done
that with the courtyard at Virginia

able feeling that you had at the top
of the Hill."
Another issue is dealing with
campus growth. Western is bound
by an established residential area to
the south, the railroad to the west
and residential and downtown area
to the north. In addition, the campus

has become very linear as it grew to
the south. The committee identified
· the area around Normal Drive as
the best direction for growth as
properties become available.
"We don't see any new buildings in the next I0-15 years," Dr.
Tice said. "What we see is the need
to remodel the existing buildings.
This deferred maintenance is the
tremendous challenge that we have
now with facilities."
Dr.Tice said the plan was developed with input from the city of
Bowling Green, which had used the
same firm to conduct a city traffic
and parking survey.
"They have been vital in helping
us:• he said. "We know we have to
work closely with the city and that
anything we design on campus, especially as it deals with parking and
streets has to be consistent with
what Bowling Green is doing."
The city survey identified about

1-
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2,500 cars associated with the
University that are being parked off
campus. "If we didn't have the relief
of those 2,500 cars, we would have
a major parking problem on campus," Dr. Tice said.
C ity officials also brought up
the idea of a Greek village and proposed a location for it. "It benefited
the city because we have a lot of fraternities that are in residential communities and that causes some
unique challenges so they like the
idea of grouping them," he said.
"And we recognized that part of the
city would really benefit if we could
m.rl<e some improvements."
While the University is working
with the Greek organizations to
finalize the Greek village concept,
one piece of the puzzle appears to
be moving away from the campus.
The board of the Southern
Kentucky Performing Arts Center
(SKyPAC) has decided to look at

locations closer to downtown, away
from the area near the proposed
Greek village. D r. Tice said the
University will have to decide if it
will move the village closer to the
edge of campus or retain the parking now available on the SKyPAC
site that had been originally proposed.
Other projects considered in
the master plan include completing
the renovation/expansion of the
Downing
University
Center;
rebuilding the Van Meter overlook;
construction of a campus health
center; development of bike paths;
construction of a new parking structure between Smith Stadium and
Diddle Arena and converting Big
Red Way into a two-way street.
"The most important goal of the
master plan is to provide a flexible
document with realistic expectations
for future growth," Dr.Tice said.

I

I
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•"

honest to the last inch."

he received necessary informa-

After

t ion. Obviously he had already

management of the

to a concept which land and soil

years of correspondence with

Western Normal has tried to

and trees and vegetation were

President Cherry.

look ahead for a few hundred

integra l with the structures."

The two men did not meet

years and has earnestly attempt-

When Western first employed

when Cherry visited the firm in

ed to make a beginning that wil l

Wright, he was with the firm of

March 1909. Wright's first letter

permit

George E. Kessler & Co. of St.

to Cherry set down the condi-

proclaimed the school's b iennial

Louis, Missouri.

tions and cost of employing

report in 1912.

independent, courageous

"The

future

development,"

Described as
and

Wright for this "interesting and

old Potter Co llege building, the

free of ambition and egoism,

important" project. Prior to his

Cabell residence, and 169 acres

Wright formed his own firm by

first

$95,048.91 in February
1909, the Board of Regents

he moved to New York C ity

immediately sought expertise in

where he practiced and

planning

"fired the imagination

Purchasing the

for

their

new

campus.

1912.

Prior to February 1927,

wooded

hilltop

an

and survey on April 6,

1909, showing he
had no idea of

Cher ry's

vision.

Constantly

tory of our institution would

le tte r s to Wright resonate w ith

not be complete if your Father's

the word "anxious," yet testify

wo r k should be overlooked." In

to Cherr y's unwillingness to ini-

the Decem be r

tiate any phase of the excavat-

College Heights, Cherry chal-

ing, clearing or construction

lenged the alumni: "The campus,
beautiful as it is in summer or

the location was consistent with

winter, is only a symbol of the

the campus plan.
Cherry r ecognized Wright's

spirit o f Western, a spirit found
have known these buildings and

use of resources.

walks and t rees . . .This lovely

Knowing the

financia l limitations of the grow-

our landscape architecture and

hil ltop exists for you; its future

ing school, Wright often made

the general program and plant

w il l depend upon your devotion

his campus visits as a part of a

as well as the regulation of the

to the idea ls that have devel-

larger trip in o r der to eliminate

walks, road building, grading,

oped the campus from a wilder-

the need to reimburse him for

construction, location of bu ild-

ness into a t hing of beauty."

travel expenses. Students, form-

ings and other th ings . . .. He is

ing s ledge-hammer, axe, pick,
hoe , rake, hatchet, pruning and
rock-piling companies, helped
prepare

the ir

campus

on

town planner, he

your prop-

created

erty is very

reducing drayage costs.
From the locations of walk-

As a
the

r ough

Thus began a working friendship

nities

of

s u r ve y

ber y, no detail escaped Wright's

which

Sunnyside

which will

attention.

place

President

for

learning.

Henry

H.

a

ways to the selection of shrub-

model commu-

inspiring

Cherry

provided

Cherry a nd Henry Wright sus-

Gardens

(New

permit

of

Wright w ith summaries of the

tained throughout their careers,

York,

1924),

platting of 5

work and information concern-

ending only upon Wright's death

Rad burn

in 1936.

Lawn, New Jersey

Depicting Wright

as

"an

Vi llage

( Pittsburgh,

ited Wright for the advancement

1930).

Sure ly he cou ld

of

be selective in his projects

profession,

stating

with reasonab le

1928), and Chatham

artist in land," a colleague credthe ir

ft. contours

(Fair

wi ll

accuracy
be

suffi-

In his June 1909

"more than any other single man

and command top commissions,

letter

he changed design from a paper

yet his love of the Western cam-

Wright intimated that his work

study later to be placed on land,

pus is evident throughout his 27

22- - - -

to

President

ing relevant state appropriations
funding. Cherry stated his complete confidence in Wright as a
professional and a man in 1922
letters of r ecommendation to

cient."
Henr y W r ight

everywhere a mong those who

effective, efficient and practical

was used for various projects,

Columbia.

1936 Tea chers

w ithout W right's agreement that

"Un l ess

the

at

"the his-

t hroughout t he years, Cherry's

ed from campus building sites

tution
rugged,

requested a topographical map

1936, C herry w rote to the land-

cha ll enge

landscape
architect
Henry
Wright allowed the young instiout of the

Wright

in

scape arc h itect's son:

ahead of him:

of younger men" by
teaching

carve

visit,

death

caught a sense of the urgency of

Beautifying Days. Rock excavat-

Without a doubt, the hiring of

to

campus

W r ight's

Cherry,

would require 3-4 weeks once

Nebraska a nd Alabama.
letter

to

the

State

In h is
Normal

School

in Troy, Ala. , Cherry

wrote :

"Wright has charge of
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the

pirit
of

chneider
isterhood
By Tracy Inman

Twenty years ago I5 young ladies

and areas of studies, and a myriad of fam-

with little else in

ily backgrounds, these young women cre-

common except a desire to come to

ated friendships that have lasted long

Western -

just happened to be assigned

after the mortarboard tassels were

to the second and third floors of Florence

turned. Kathy Brown Hart, one of the

Schneider Hall. Studying everything from

Schneider Hall Gals, reflects: "Although I

from all over the US -

pre-pharmacy to hotel/restaurant man-

have met many people throughout the

agement to government and math to

years, there is a bond with friends from

communications, these "Schneider Hall

Western that is stronger than any other

Gals" became a community in and of

bond. The wonderful things about college

themselves. Each a distinct individual with

friends is they are the most diverse group

a different hometown, varying interests

of friends you w ill ever have; they have a

SCHNEIDER FEATURE

SCHNEIDER FEATURE

variety of careers and live all over

Schneider, for the I0th year reunion,

shared wardrobe selections, and fell

the country."
In the 1980s, these young ladies
sat on the green, carpeted floors of
Schneider Hall's wide hallways to

the gals and their families returned
to their alma mater, cheered on the
Hilltoppers, and shared pizzas sitting

back into the 20 - year old routines.
Debbie Lawrence Audo points out
the remarkable aspect of this sisterhood: " All the girls were like my
family away from home. We all supported each other in many ways laughing, crying, and basically growing up a lot together. We were like

share their daily lives; now this ritual continues. Every two years they
gather from at least ten states for a
reunion - except the dorm rooms
have now been traded in for luxury
hotels in major cities: Boston, New
York, Savannah, Indianapolis, Beaver
Creek, and Chicago. And the chats
aren't of exams or boys-they're
careers, children, aging parents-and
memories.
Shelly Connor Fields
explains: "We may not speak or
write for months or a year, but
every time we get together those
friendships are still there. The same
smiling, friendly faces. The same wittiness. The same bonds that somehow brought us together continue
to keep us together. Even though
we are all so different, in so many
ways, we remain the best of friends."

Nostalgic for their beloved

on that green carpet, of course!
Gerri Augsberger Hildreth remembers, "We would line up in the hallways and study - living on popcorn
and Crystal Light lemonade as we
crammed for finals." But no studying was done that weekend.
Gathering on the third floor wing
felt familiar except they didn't have
to sign in their husbands, and they
tucked in babies instead of their
roommates who needed assistance
after their nights at Picasso's!
This past September, the gals
met up in Beantown to commemorate the 20th year of their having
met. From swan boats and the
Freedom Trail to cannolis and
Cheers, Western memories were
relived as new memories were
made. The sisterhood synchronization prevailed as they flawlessly
coordinated shower schedules,

our own sorority." Elaine Howard
Edwards adds, " Even though we
don't see each other very often, it
always feels like it was only yeste rday. The conversations and discussions are easy. You end up discussing
important life events or decisions
with these girls that you would
never discuss with anyone else. I
can't imagine my years at Western
without them, nor can I imagine my
life now without their being a part
of it."
These women embrace life and
each other. This community of
friends lived the Western Spirit
many years ago and now the
Western Spirit lives in them. Kathy

Sinnard sums this up quite well: " I
was fo rtunate to get to know such a
nice group of girls to help me ease
into the college experience. I'm not
sure I would have found that at
another college. I really feel I made
the right choice and now have life
long friends co boot!"
The next reunion?

A rental

house at Virginia Beach. They're saving Western's campus for their 25 th !

Dee

Gibson,

an

Bowling G reen and found out that
Michelle was rooming in Schneider

cession -Dero Downing, Lee
Robertson, John O ldham, Jimmy
Feix,- 1 realized that my work-study
boss was one of 'em-a Western
legend. T hank you, Mr. Gibson, for

Schneider Girls.
- Kathy Sinnard '87

you r inspiration and embodiment of
that Western SPIRIT that still touches my life daily through my many
Western friends and memories.
-Sharon Gash Winter '86

Western Reflections
Mr.

cumbed to cancer in 2003. As I
watched other legendary Western
"Masters" walk in the funeral pro-

All-

American basketball player and tennis champion, was my boss during
my work-study program at WKU.
Legendary Ed Diddle coached
Gibson in the late I940's and
Gibson would relate "Diddle-isms"
by the earful. I felt lucky to work
with a Southern gentleman who
embodied the Western spirit. Mr.
Dee Gibson definitely met the mark
on Henry Hardin Cherry's the Spirit
Makes the Master. Mr. G ibson sue-

I was driving down 1-65 with my
dad in the fall of '83. We came upon
Michelle (Auclair) Dougherty and
her mom in their car with a "WKU
or Bust" sign in the back window.
(Bot h Michelle and Kathy were from
Chicago - but they didn't know each
other.) As we were driving, my Dad
struck up a conversation with
Michelle's mom and confirmed that
Michelle was also a freshman at
WKU. We all stopped for lunch at a
pulled pork sandwich place in

Hall. That's how I came to know t he

I remember a meeting with my
favorite professor who was also my
advisor. She convinced me that I
should co-op in order to see what
types of opportunities women with
math degrees had in business.
Because of her, I have lived an exciting life in aerospace and telecommunications. I have gotten to travel the
world on a company expense
account.
- Kathy Brown Hart '85
My first week of class as a freshman, I left Schneider Hall with a
backpack over my shoulder anxious
about my new adventure. Strolling
up the sidewalk was a tall gentleman
with a gentle smile, warm voice, and
a vaguely familiar face. He asked
about my starting of the semester
with genuine interest. As we chatted, I realized that I had no reason
to be anxious when the president
himself cares about young freshmen.
Twenty years later The Center
for Gifted Studies here at Western
recognized
President
Donald
Zacharias for his contributions to
gifted education. As Associate
Director, I had the honor of contacting him in Mississippi in order to
write an article. Of course, I started the letter with " You might not
remember me, but I certainly
remember you." He was the first to
instill the Western Spirit in me.
- Tracy Inman, '86, '87, '92
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WHAT THE WESTERN SPIRIT
HAS MEANT TO ME

I remember the struggle of
many classmates during our senior
year of high school to make a
decision on which college to attend
For some, the

On December 14, 2003 I Lost my daughter, Mary Margaret MacKinnon.

decision was based on location; for

She was sixteen years o/,d and had suffered from depression for over three years.

others, scholarship money made the

ft was the darkest moment of my Life.

after graduation.

Lee Robertson Scholarship
By Emily Estes

decision for t hem. For me, howev-

My sister Lacey (Bevarly) Perlmutter was instantly at my side to support

During my three years at

er, there never was any decision. I

me. We are both residents ofthe Los Angeles area and WKU alumni. However

Western Kentucky University, I have

had always known that Western was

this burden was more than the two ofus cou/,d bear.

earned

I02 credit hours, made

the school for me. Neither of my

Within days there were fou r angels at my door to lighten the load, but these

hundreds of friends, enjoyed every

parents and none of my relatives

angels were not from Heaven, they were from Western Kentucky University.

home football and basketball game,

attended Western, but I knew from

They Left their families and friends during the Holiday Season to escort my

read nearly every College Heights

the beginning that it was going to be

Mother to California, and they remained by my side for over one week.

Herald, and have actively explored

my home.

every nook and cranny of our

semester after semester, there has

Bowling Green, Linda (Colburn) Seagle of Bowling Green, Ruth (Blevins) of

I have been

never been a doubt in my mind that

Moran Casper, WY, and Jaye (Beisler} Lavelle of Louisville and so you will

blessed with the opportunity to

I made the correct decision in my

smil,e when I describe their visit. They brought me the emotional and physical

become a member of several cam-

college choice.

support I desperately needed through Love, joy, and a celebration of my daugh-

beautiful campus.

As I have completed

I am certain that many ofyou know these angels: Paula (Miller} Sadler of

I have become who I am on this

ter's Life. They Lifted my heart from the depths ofdespair. Throughout the week

Resident

Hill, and I cherish each day I spend

they cooked, cleaned, p/,ayed secretary, social director, spiritual advisor, and most

Assistant in Southwest Hall), the

on it. As corny as that may sound, it

importantly, guardian angel. Their love gave me strength then and now.

unive rsity symphonic band and

is tr ue. I met t he love of my life

Our friendship began in 1912 when Paula started a conversation with me

orchestra, and a member of the

here, as many people have. I have,

on the staircase in the Downing Student Center. We eventually moved out of

WKU Art Guild. As involved as I

like countless others, found my true

Gilbert Hall and into a small apartment on 12th St. since five could not share

have been, none of these activities

calling in life. I have made lifelong

one dorm room. We graduated to a larger house on Kentucky St. where all

have made me feel the way I do

friends in my classmates and pro-

(eight) lived. There were many wonderful memories and none ofus ever made

when I think about what it means to

fessors. I have developed skills that
will help me succeed in my career.

the Dean '.s list, but we all were given a fine education at WKU. After leaving

pus organizations, such as Spirit
Masters,

RHA

(as

a

be a Hilltopper.

WKU, we remained in contact with each other through yearly weddings and

I have acquired a love for sports and

when it became apparent that our yearly visits were coming to an end, we

one, and it includes the souls of

an

planned an annual beach trip to nurture our friendship. ft is an important

every student or faculty member

unknown. I have grown here.

The Spirit of the Hill is an old

appreciation

for

the

part ofour Lives today.

The

As I look back on my six

There is another part of this gift I wou/,d like to mention, because it

Western Spirit is an unidentifiable,

semesters, I am astonished by how

allowed our friendships to grow and mature, and it was a gift from the com-

indescribable state of mind that can
be shared through a handshake or

quickly they passed. I look forward

munity of Bowling Green made possibl,e through our association with the

who has loved this university.
Emily Estes, a senior from Hopkinsville, Ky., is the 2003-04 recipient of the Lee Robertson Scholarship.

The Gift
ofFriendship

to my remaining semesters, and I

University. During my time at WKU, the friends I have mentioned above, my

L ee Robertson, a 1950 graduate, is a special assistant to the vice

even just a glance. It's almost as if

hope that I can make the most of

sister and many other students were employed by two Local restaurants: The

there is a secret society of people

the short time I have left. Although

Briar patch (KY Rib Eye) owned by Sonny Barr and The Iron Skillet owned by

president of Institutional Advancement. In his half-century of service to
Western, Robertson has served as director of alumni relations for 25 years,
golf coach for six years, and director of the WKU-Glasgow Campus.
Each year, the Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving honors
Robertson by offering a $500 Lee Robertson Scholarship to an in coming senior. The following is an excerpt from the 2003-04 winning essay of "What
the Western Spirit Has Meant to Me."

bursting with excitement that can't

I know t hat eventually, I will walk

David Towell and Buck Dawson. These men taught us all work ethic, provid-

be described, and no one can pin-

across the stage and shake the hand

ed us with income, and most importantly, an advanced degree in people skills

point the source of that excitement.

of the president one last time, I will

and teamwork. We worked hard, played hard and continue that Legacy today.

My personal theory is that we don't

never lose the most important thing

Western has given many wonderful gifts to its' alumni which prominently

find the Western Spirit; the Western

I have gained. I will never lose the

includes education, but for me the most p recious ofthese gifts is, and will always

Spirit finds us. That is, at least, true

Western Spirit, because it is now

be, the gift offriendship.

in my case.

my spirit as well.
With Gratitude,
Amy (Bevarly) Disparte '77
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the date
Contact: WKU Alumni Association

• I Big Red Way • Bowling Green, KY 4210 I
(270)745-4395 • 888-WKU-ALUM • alumni@wku.edu • www.wkualumni.org

May I

st

Atlanta, Georgia Alumni Chapter
Kentucky Derby Party
Home o f Ger ald Fudge

Mav 7

2nd Annual

Alumni College

1
-

June 3-6, 2004

BU & Golden Annive rsary Club 50 th
Reunion Honoring the class of 1954

From left to r ight, Mike Abell ('63), Colonel Ed Stansbury ('30), Lee Robertson ('50), and
Ed Diddle, Jr. ('51) in Tampa, Fla. in February.

This prestigious group of BU and Western alumni
gathers annually for the Fiftieth Anniversary from

Tampa, Florida Alumni Chapter
Derby Golf Scramble & Party

Class of 1954. For more information contact,

H erit age Golf and C ou ntry C lub and

Andrea Haynes@ 888-WKU-ALUM

your alma mater. Please join us as we honor the

The Home of Mike Abell

St. Louis, Missouri Alumni Chapter
Kentucky Derby Party

May 29

th

Have you ever had the urge to return
to Western Kentucky Unive rsity? Not
just the quick drive through campus,
but have you wanted to return to your
old dormitory, walk Western's hill,
take a class or two - live like a college
student again?

Greater Louisville Chapter
Day at the Races

NOWYOU CAN!

Churchill Downs

Stay in the newly renovated Bates Runner

th

June I 7

Louisville, Ky.

Fair m ount Park, C o l linsville, IL
Black Stallio n Room

H all, while taking fun, educational classes
on campus. Choose from courses in landscaping, cooking, golfing, milking a cow, and
building a Corvette. Also enjoy a dance at

Dallas, Texas Alumni Chapte r
Run for the Roses Party

Greater Louisville
Alumni Chapter
WKU Night at the Bats

Party at Lo nestar Park at Gr and Prairie

Slugger Field

our own mini makeover! Bring your college

Louisville, Ky.

roommate, spouse, or come solo and enjoy
A lumni College. All Western alumni and

North Carolina Alumni Chapter
Derby Party
Location TBA Charlo t t e, N C

Lost River Cave and learn a few new
dance moves you r self and participate in

Donald Smith (center) poses with hosts Karen and Charles
Shuffield and guests Sue and Ken Bragg at the WKU Luncheon
in Orlando, Fla. in February.

Mav 20

th
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__________________ ,
friends are invited to join the fun.

th

_

NAME _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Elizabeth town C ountry Club

YEARS ATWKU _ __ __

Elizabethtown, Ky.

Central Ke ntucky and Capital City
Night at the Legends

Please send me more information about
Western's Alumni College.

Heartland WKU Alumni Chapter / 2nd Annual
Scholarship Golf Scramble / Welcome Western
Picnic / Toppers On Tour Program

_ _ __ __

ADDRESS_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

For more infor mation contact Andrea Haynes at 888-WKU-ALUM
CITY_

_ _ __ _ _STATE

Z IP_

_

Applebee Park
PHON E_ __

Lexington Legends vs. Lakewood Blue Claws
Pepsi Party Deck 9pens at 5:30 and game time
is at 7:05. Special WKU guests: Coach David Elson.
T ickets are $20. Contact Josh Hawkins at the
T here's nothing like visiting Florida in February! President Gary Ransdell
(center) poses w ith (from left to r ight) Martin Jones, Joe Earl Campbell,
Butch Rush, and John Bracknell at the WKU Golf Scramble in Naples, Fla.
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Alumni Association

at

888-WKU-ALU M

or

Oct. 22nc

Mass Media and Technology
Hall Dedication
W estern Kentucky Univer sity
Bowling Green, Ky.

8:30 am CDT.

josh.hawkins@wku.edu

Alu m ni Spring 2004

_ __ _ _ _ _ __

E-MAIL._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

To receive the complete Alumni College agenda, m~il the
farm to:WKUAlumniAssaciatian -Alumni College 2004
I Big Red Woy - Bowling Green, KY 42 IO I- Or e-mail your
information ta ginny.hensley@wku.edu - or call to/I-free
888-WKU-ALUM.

Western Kentucky University

_

come Involve
with your
AN

ALUMNI

Alumni College - A continuing education program that brings alumni back to campus for o ne
week each summer.
Alumni Leadership Scholars - Each year, four
incoming freshmen are awarded a $1000 scholarship, which is renewable for up to four years.

GUIDE

Homecoming and Coming Home - Held in
the fall and spring respectively, these events bring
thousands of alumni home to "the Hill" to reconnect and reminisce about WKU.

The Western Kentucky University Alumni
Association encourages alumni to develop
strong ties with each other and the University through an engaging mix of programs
and activities. Currently, more than 72,000
Western alumni live around the globe.
Although they come from different areas
and backgrounds, all share the deep bond
of the WKU experience.

Hall of Distinguished Alumni - Each year, on
the Friday of Homecoming Week, the Alumni Association celebrates the induction of a new class
in the Hall of Disti nguished Alumn i.
Parents' Association - Enables parents to become more involved with their chi ld's activities
at Western.

Chartered in 1913, the Alumni Associa tion exists to "enhance and strengthen the
Western Spirit." The continued vitality of
the Alumni Association depends on the commitment of time, energy, and resources from

Reunions -Are held throughout the year to reunite
and honor various constituencies of Western.

alumni like you.

Western Kentucky University
Alumni Chapter Network
With more than 40 alumni chapters representing
geographic regions in 18 states plus the District
of Columbia, chapters are designed to foster the
Western Spirit and serve as both a social and
educational organization. Chapters also assist in
student recruitment, the University's fundraisi ng
activities, welcoming new alumni into the Western community, and most importantly - have
lots of fun!
ALUMNI Magazine
ALUMNI Magazine is sent to all alumni and
friends of the University three ti mes per year
(April, August, and December). The magazine

serves as a key source of information for nearly
72,000 alumni across the globe profiling WKlJ
newsmakers, updates on academics and athletics,
and the ever-popular Class Notes.

Online Directory
The Alumni Association h as partnered with Harris Publishing Company Online Services to bring
you new Internet services, so you can stay in touch
with college friends and learn more about alumni
chapter news. The Online Directory allows you
to search for former classmates and find alumn i
in your area. "News from the I Iill, " a monthly enewsletter, allow you to stay up-to-date with WKU
news and events.

ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

Society of African American Alumni - SAAA
holds the common purpose of recruiting students,
involving alumni, providing financial support,
and men toring African American students and
alumni.
Student Alumni Association - Student members
are given the opportunity lo network with alumni
at events and be matched with an alumni mentor. Getting involved with SAA gives students the
opportunity to get to know other members who
wi ll help them establish their own version of the
Western family.
Summit Awards - I Ield o n the Thursday evening of I lomecoming Week, Summit Awards
is designed to honor the volunteers of Western
Kentucky LI niversity.

~
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Alumni Grant Program
Any qualified nonresident student will pay instate tuition + 25% whose parent, grandparent,
or stepparent holds a degree or completed a certified program at the University.
Alumni Record Updates
Keep you r information updated with the Alumni
Association so you can receive the ALU MN I Magazine and invitations to events in you r area.
Career Services
The Alumni Association partners with the Career
Services Center to assist alum ni in getting their
first job, relocating after years of employment, or
simply refining resumes and interviewing skills.
Scholarships
ln addition to the Alumni Leadership Scholars
and the Lee Robertson Scholarship, there are
hundreds of scholarship opportunities available
for qualified students.
Toll Free Number
The Alumni Association provides a toll free line
for alumni to call regarding programs and services.
The number is 1-888-WKU-ALUM (958-2586).
Western Welcome Wagon
The Western Welcome Wagon is designed to
aid Western alumni when moving to a new city.
Through the new on line community, alumni can
use the advanced search option to locate other
Western alumni living in the area. When looking
for professional services, the advanced search
allows you to search under occupation. For
example, when looking for a doctor in Nashville,
Tennessee, the Welcome Wagon allows you to
enter that information and find all Western
alumni whose occupation is medicine.

V o ~ 0FF°~
Alumni Association Board of Directors
ls comprised of 30 members from a diverse representation of geographic location, age, discipline
and race. Members se1ve for a three-year term and
the board perpetuates itself by selecting nine new
members each year.
Alumni Chapter Planning Team
Each alumni chapter has a core group of volunteers that serve on a planning team. The plann ing
team decides on the types of events to host and
p lans all details for these events. Each chapter is
continually seeking new volunteers to serve on
their planning teams.

Parents' Advisory Council
Serves as the prima1y liaison between the University and parents and fami lies. Council members
meet quarterly with University administration to
discuss together how we can continue to enhance
the quality of life for our students.
Annual Fund Advisory Council
Ts comprised of 20 alumni volunteers who assist
the University by soliciting their peers and providing guidance to annual giving initiatives. The
council meets biannually and is always welcoming
new mem bers.
Targeting Our Prospective
Students (TOPS)
Volunteers fo r TOPS are Western alumni who
have joined together to assist WKU with student
recruitment. These alumni assist with recruiting
by participating in Phonathon for high school
students, host dinners for prospective students,
and attend Admissions Open Houses.
Western Wisdom Alumni
Mentoring Program
Western Wisdom is an exciti ng and enriching
program for both alumni and undergraduate students. Through this program, a Will alum nus/a
is matched with a current student for the purpose
of provid ing support, guidance, and assistance
through the college experience.

Western Kentucky University offers many more programs and
services to its alumni and friends! If you would like to find
out more, please contact the Office of Alumni Relations and
Annual Giving at 1.888.WKU.ALUM or www.wku.edu/ Alumni.

Hilltopper basketball favorites r eturned to campus for the annual Coming Home Reunion on Feb. 28.
Former Lady Toppers returned to campus on Feb. 2 1 for the 30th Anniversary of Lady Topper basketball.
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Big Red and Gabibbo
Western Kentucky University contracts with Crossland Enterprises, Inc.,
to handle the international licensing of
certain University marks, including Big
Red. Crossland, in turn, works with
other licensing entities including Adfra, a
licensing company based in Europe.
In late 2002, Crossland became
aware that the mascot of an Italian television company, Mediaset, appeared to
be copied directly from Big Red.
Crossland was able to confirm that it
appeared that, indeed, Big Red had been
copied and been renamed "Gabibbo."
Together with its Italian licensee,
Crossland subsequently filed an infringement suit against Mediaset and other
defendants in Lugo, Italy.
This copyright infringement and
unfair competition lawsuit alleges undetermined but "enormous" economic
harm and seeks damages and injunctive
relief against Italian media conglomerate
Mediaset's Reti Televisive ltaliane and
other defendants. Mediaset is majority
owned by one of Europe's richest men,
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi.
Crossland's suit alleges that since 1990,
Mediaset has been using, marketing, selling, licensing, and commercially exploiting in various media, "Gabibbo," an unauthorized look-a-like of Big Red.
Gabibbo has become hugely popular in Italy, and is, among other things,
the star of the long-running five days a
week Italian prime time television smash
hit satirical and risque talk show, Striscia
la Notizia (Strip the News), a broadcast
and print advertising personality and
mascot of a soccer network. The damages being sought in the suit relate to
the estimated revenue generated by
Gabibbo.
After Crossland filed the suit, a
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"smoking gun," was discovered. In a
news article that ran in the Italian magazine, Novella 2000, Issue No. 6/ 1991
(February),Antonio Ricci, a Mediaset television producer, was quoted that he
"adopted" the mascot of a Kentucky
basketball team and turned it into an
Italian television and song superstar. In

Hilltopper Athletic Foundation Association
Director Jim Clark and Big Red tour the streets
of Italy.

the Novella 2000 article, Ricci stated:
"I've wrested him from a life of
hardships and humiliations. He was a
clown, in Kentucky; he's the biggest TV
star here, in Italy. He was a poor devil,
bottled up with his rage, they kept
throwing balls at him; he had no joys."
[Striscia la Notizia staff] keep throwing
at him balls, among other things, to make
him feel at home. "Right, Big Red became
Gabibbo."

Mr. Ricci does not deny that he
made the statements attributed to him
in Novella 2000; however, when interviewed by the New York Times, he claimed
that he just had been "joking."
Activity and interest in the suit was
notched up in January 2004 as result of
an early ruling in the case in favor of
Adfra, Crossland, and the University.
Without yet determining the merits of
the infringement claims against Gabibbo
(no trial date has been set), the interim
decision held that Big Red is a property
of the University that enjoys independent protection under copyright law, and
that sublicense Adfra's use of Big Red on
glow-in-the-dark safety vests (under a
new Italian law, the safety vests are
required to be kept in cars in case of
nighttime breakdowns) does not constitute an infringement of Gabibbo.
In addition to Crossland being
responsible for all costs related to the
suit, Crossland has also has borne all
expenses related to Big Red's and
Associate Athletic Director Jim Clark's
early March 2004 trip to Italy. The trip
was a success. Big Red roamed ancient
streets, greeted by the Italian public,
making new friends among young and
old alike. Big Red's trip and press conference attracted wide broadcast, print
and internet media coverage.
Big Red's infringement claims have
been national news in Italy, where the
coverage generally has been fair and balanced, with Big Red's picture adjacent to
Gabibbo's. Articles have appeared in
newspapers and magazines ranging from
the New York Times, International Herald
Tribune. and Time to our local Bowling
Green Daily News. The Associated Press
has disseminated the story worldwide
and the lawsuit has been a topic of

Western Kentucky University

American national sports talk radio.
University officials have been interviewed for stories on Good Morning
America, CNN and ESPN.
Big Red is a treasured member of
the Western family and the Bowling
Green, Ky., community. Unlike the typical
mascot, Big Red is not a lion, tiger or
bear, nor an earthly human, nor a hurricane or other manifestation of nature.
Big Red is that rare mascot conceived to
be nothing else in the world but our
beloved mascot.
Big Red's achievements include,
among other things, winning the Key to
the Spirit award - the highest honor
presented to team mascots at the time at
the
Universal
Cheerleading
Association (UCA) competition in 1980,
198 1 and 1983.
In Spring of 1990, Big Red reached
the Final Four of the UCA second annual national championship event, taking
third place honors. In 1996, Big Red
reached the final four of ESPN
SportZones Battle of the Mascots in
public balloting on the internet.
In 2002, Big Red was the centerpiece of ESPNs promotion of their
25,000th Sports Center. Big Red was
selected to the first-ever Capital One
All-America Mascot Team, was featured
in a television advertising campaign and
competed against I I other mascots for
the title of Capital One National Mascot
of the Year in 2003.
This case may be David vs. Goliath,
but the University cannot allow a company, here or anywhere e lse, to misappropriate our mascot and will continue
to prosecute these infringement claims.
The University and the community have
deep emotional t ies to Big Red, and we
place our faith and trust in the rule of
law and the impartiality, fairness and
independence of the Italian court.
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a

assnbl
I 920's
Anna (Rector) Greathouse ('29) of

Century 21 Realty in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Bippus is married to the former Judith
DePierri and they have two sons.

Bowling Green, Ky., celebrated her
I 00th birthday on Jan. 27, 2004.

Serieta (Guess) Jaggers ('71) of

I 960's
Ro bert Slaton
('63, '66) of
Louisville, Ky., was
recently appointed
to the Louisville
Metro Board of
Health and has
now been appointed Chair of the Board's Healthcare and
Education Committee. Slaton was also
recently elected to a seat on the Board
of Directors of the Kentucky Primary
Care Association. Slaton currently
serves as Executive Vice President of
University Health Care, Inc., the HMO
created by the University of Louisville
Medical School Practice Association to
operate Passport Health Plan, the
Region 3 Medicaid Managed Care program.

Princeton, Ky., is currently serving as
president of Kentucky Defense
Counsel, Inc., an organization of over
400 attorneys who devote a substantial
amount of their professional time to
the handling of litigated negligence and
compensation cases primarily for the
defense.

Daniel Penner ('71, '73) of
Louisville, Ky., was named an Education
Fellow by the U.S. Ho locaust Memorial
Museum in Washington, D.C. in 2003.
The program, created in 1996, selects
Holocaust educators from across the
U.S. to lead and support Holocaust
education in their schools and communities.
Steve n T. Pace ('73) of Frankfort, Ky.,
received his Master of Divinity degree
from Louisville Seminary in December
2003.

William R. Bartlett II ('66) of

Michael D. Warren ('74) of Colonial

Newburgh, Ind., served as president of
the Indiana Association of Realtors in
2003. Bartlett also served as chairman
of the Indiana Real Estate Appraisers
Licensure and Certification Board in
2002 and 2003.

Heights, Va., recently retired from the
federal government after 27 years of
federal service. Warren's most recent
position was with the Defense
Commissary System where he was the
Director for Plans, Programs and
Budget. Warren is currently Managing
Editor of Acquisition Directions, a
series of professional publications
addressing acquisition by the federal
government.

I 970's
Bill Bippus ('71)
of Flagstaff, Ariz.,
retired
from
Peabody
Energy
and has started a
new career with

Brad Hughes ('75) of Louisville, Ky.,
was chosen by the National School
Boards Association as recipient of the

2004 Thomas A Shannon Award for
Excellence
in
School
Boards
Association Leadership. The award,
named for former NSBA Executive
Director Thomas Shannon, was presented to Hughes on Jan. 31, 2004 in
Washington, D.C.

Rev. William E. Mitchell ('78) of
Centertown, Ky., and his wife, Vickie,
are proud to announce that they have
adopted two daughters, Stephanie (7)
and Jennifer ( 13).

I 980's
Anne ( Bartlett Moore) Erwin
('85) of Cincinnati, Ohio, is the
D irector of Dance at the West
Clermont Institute of Performing Arts
High School.

T r a c y
(Holman)
Morr ison
('85)
of

Rev. Gerald P. Adamson ('75) of
Kokomo, Ind., published his first book,
Adamson Family Fables. The book is a
combination of thirteen stories containing moral lessons, which originated
when Adamson's own children were
preschoolers.

Richard D. Walker ('75) of San
Francisco, Calif., was named by CPA
Magazine as one of the Top I 00 Most
Influential Certified Public Accountants
in the U.S. for 2003. Walker has served
as Director, Accountant Services
Group, for Intuit Inc., the developers of
Quicken, QuickBooks, TurboTax,
ProSeries, Lacerte, and other consumer, small business and professional
software. Walker was previously t he
director of the information technology
Products Group for the Amer ican
Institute of CPA's in New York.

Bowling
Green,
Ky.,
and her husband, Dave, are the proud
parents of Kelci Lynne. She weighed 7
pounds and 2 ounces and was 20 inches long. She was born on Nov. I5,
2003.

Tim Slattery ('86, '94) of Bowling
Green, Ky., accepted a job as
Hydrologist for the city of Bowling
Green in October 2003.

Houston, Texas, was voted Best Actor
for his portrayal of Handel in the production of "Joyful Noise" and Best
Director in the Children's Theatre
Series for his production of "The
Magician's Nephew."

Mark Porta ('77) of Louisville, Ky., is
currently the Vice President of Eastern
Operations for Whayne Supply
Company.
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Jennifer (Richardson) Hughes
('88) of Shelbyville, Ky., was recently
chosen for the "Forty under 40" Award
given by Business First, Louisville's weekly business newspaper. Hughes was
also chosen to participate in the
Leadership Louisville class of 2003-04.

Deborah
(Dowland} Enos
('89, '92)
of
Brentwood, Tenn.,
and her husband,
Eric, are proud to
announce the birth
of
their
son,
':'Jathaniel Cole. He weighed 8 pounds
and was 20 inches long. He was born
on July 9, 2003. They would also like to
announce their adoption of Kira
Elizabeth Heng Xin Enos from
Dongguan, China. She was born on
Dec. I I, 2002, and came home on Nov.
27, 2003.

John C. Schocke ('87) of Madison,
Ala., and his wife, Stacey, are proud to
announce the birth of their second
child, Anna Elizabeth. She weighed 8
pounds and 7 ounces and was 20 inches
long. She was born on Jan. 4, 2004.

Brenda W ood ('87) of Holland, Ky.,
Marion Arthur Kirby ('77) of

the Air Force Reserves since 1983 and
has achieved a rank of Lieutenant
Colonel.

and Terry Sims were married on August
2l, 2003 on the Start/Finish line of
Bristol Motor Speedway after 20 years
of dating.

De bby
L.
Booth ('88)
of Nashville,
Tenn.,
is
serving as
Commander
of the 79 1 st Expeditionary
Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron in
Ramstein, Germany. Booth has been in
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Clara D. Verst
('90, '03) of
Bowling G reen, Ky.,
has been promoted
to senio r accountant
with
the
Bowling
Green
office of BKD, LLP,
certified public accountants and advisors.

Jamie Clary ('9 1) of Hendersonville,
Tenn., recently published his fir st novel
and second book, What Andrew Jackson
Did. The book is set mostly in Nashville
in the I 990's but borrows some details
from C lary's days as a student at
Western. The book is being sold
t hrough Amazon.com and bookstores.
Sherl ene
Shanklin
('9 1) of
Louisville, Ky., received her double
Masters in Management and Human
Resource Development from Webster
University. Shanklin was chosen for the
" Fo rty under 40" Award given by
Business First and honored as a corporate achiever for the MS Society.
Shanklin is the owner of two businesses, VIPP Communications, Inc. and Ivy
Promotions.

Lisa (Mays)
Stickel ('91) of

Bruce ('89) and Heather (Webb)
Kessler ('90, '92) of Bowling Green,
Ky., have two boys, Todd (6) and Evan
(4), and twin girls, Sarah and Emily ( I
year). Bruce is currently a professor in
the Math Department at Western
Kentucky University while Heather is a
full time mother.

I 990's
Elisa (Mills) Nielson ('90) of Cold
Spring, Ky., and her husband, Richard,
are proud to announce the birth of
their third child, Eric William. He was
born on Aug. 14, 2003.

White
House,
Tenn., has joined
the staff of Horne
CPA
Group.
Stickel is a manager
with Horne CPA
Group and focuses on assurance, consulting and tax preparation services.

Lisa (Tankersley) Canler ('92) of
Bardwell, Ky., is currently the D irector
of
Special
Education/Preschool
Coordinator with Carlisle County
Schools.

Me lody (Samuels) Hill ('92) of
Louisville, Ky., is currently the Manager
of Focus Louisville, an intimate ·crash
course in Louisville where participants
visit schools, government buildings, dis41
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Seats Remaining
" Home s of British Royalty"

tinctive neighborhoods and the arts
community to develop a better
understanding of Louisville's history
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Associate for Wachovia and Jason is a
producer for J. Walter Thompson
Advertising.

and character.

Deanna (Phillips) Kerrigan ('93)
Ron Rountree ('92) of Bowling
Green, Ky., completed his Master of
Divinity from Fuller Theological
Seminary and is currently the pastor
of Westminster Bible Church in

of Brentwood, Tenn., passed her CPA
Exam in May 2003 and accepted a
position as D irector of Corporate
Accounting with
Systems, Inc.

Evolved

Digital

Suzanne (Barks) Pe rdue ('93) of

Join WKU President Dr. Gary
Ransdell

and

University

Distinguished Professor Dr. James
Baker

for

a

summer

trip

to

England. Visit St. Paul's Cathedral,
Westminster Abbey, the Tower of
London and experience a musical
t heatre production on West End.

Tina Ray
(Pirtle)
Rutledge ('92)
of Bowling
Green, Ky., and
her
husband,
Terry, are proud
to announce the
birth of their second child, Ryan
Thomas. He weighed 7 pounds and 13
ounces and was born on June 12, 2003.

Winston-Salem, N.C., has been promoted to senior vice president with
BB&T.

JimmyVannauke r ('93) of Bowling
Green, Ky., accepted an assignment at
the Processing Distribution Center

Brighton. These sites of interest will
be combined with plenty of time to
explore Lo ndon on
your o wn.

This exciting
opportunity includes:
Roundtrip airfare from
Nashville
7 nights lodging
7 breakfasts, I dinner
Ground transportation in
England
Tour admissions
I musical theatre production

Cost: $ 1,600 per person, based on
double occupancy.
For additional information,
please contact the WKU
Alumni Association at 888WKU-ALUM (958-2586) or
270-745-4395, or by
e mail alumni@ wku.e du

Bowling Gre en, Ky., was named
Executive Director and CEO of Big
Brothers Big Sisters of South Central
Kentucky.

S.C., would like to announce the birth
of their first child, Christopher Patrick.
He was born in April 2003.

Todd ('96)
and Mary

Year. N esbitt was also the first Physical
Education graduate to become a
N ational Board Certified Teacher in
2001.

and

Heather
(Hall)
Flint
('94) of

Green, Ky., was presented the 2003
Volunteer Steward Award for his

Atlanta,
Ga., are the proud parents of Rory
Flint. He weighed 6 pounds and 15
ounces and was born on May I 5,
2003.

Hunter Ganote ('94) of Louisville,
Ky., accepted the position of Fitness
and Recreation Coordinator in Jan.
2004 at the Human Fitness in

Brian ('96) and Pame la
(Robinson) Bix le r ('95) of Edmond,
Okla., are proud to a nnounce the birth
of their third child, Avery Ellis. She
weighed 5 pounds and 13 ounces and
was born on Oct. 7, 2003.

of

Samuel Taylor. He weighed 7 pounds
and 8 ounces and was 20 inches long.
He was born on June 6, 2003.

I

_ _ Golfballs (sleeve of 3)

$5 +

_ _ Glasses (set of 4)

$15 + $5 S&H

_ _ WKU Afghan

$42 + $5 S&H

_ _ Big Red Lapel Pin
(Gold or Silver)

$15 + $2 S&H

$2 S&H

Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

Jason ('93) and Ann

(Clingerman) Douglas ('00) of
Austell, Ga., were married on July 8,
2003 in Maui. Ann is a Charitable

Stacey (Bell) Sawicki ('94) of
Johnson City, Tenn., married Jason
Sawicki on October I I , 2003 in Santa
Rosa Beach, Fla. Stacey currently
works as a registered dietitian and
bariatric/gastric bypass program
coordinator
for
Wellmont

City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Method of Payment

Check

Western Kentucky University

Amount enclosed $ _ _ _ __

□ VISA
□ MC
□ Discover □ Amex
# _ __ _ _ __ _ ____ Exp. __

Signature ___ _ __________
Mail form to:
WKU Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
I Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 4210 1
Or call toll free

received

her

currently pursuing her Ph.D. in literacy
at the University of Louisville.

WKU MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM

□

Ky.,

,National
Cer tification
as
Early
Childhood Generalist in 200 I and the
WHAS Excel Award in 2004. Stinson is

Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Texas, graduated at the top of class
session 527 from the Border Patrol
Academy in Charleston, SC. Perkins
is currently stationed in Del Rio,
Texas, Del Rio Sector.

Christy
(Vowe ls)
Bickett ('97)
of Louisville,
Ky., and her
husband ,
Robert, are
proud to announce the birth of their
first child, Jessica Dawn. She was born
on April 22, 2003.

Bridgett Stinson ('96, '00) of

Jason Pe rkins ('94) of Del Rio,
Mia (Haselwood) Dawson ('93)

weighed 6 pounds and I I ounces and
was 19 inches long. He was born on
Dec. 3, 2003.

Bowling

Green, Ky., are
proud
to
announce the birth of their fi rst child,

Louisville, Ky.

of Lexington, Ky., and her husband,
William, are the proud parents of
their second child, Corbin Bass. He
weighed 9 pounds and 8 ounces and
was 20 inches long. He was born on
Feb. 16, 2004. Landon Tait, their first
child, hopes to be a future Hilltopper.

Brandy (Martin) Baucom ('97) of
White House, Tenn., and her husband,
Tony are proud to announce the birth
of their first child, Baylo r Anthony. He

(Taylor)
Kurtz ('97)

Elizabethtown,

Eli ('94)

James E. Craft ('93) of Bowling

work on various state nature preserves around the area by the
Kentucky State Nature Preserves
Commission.

of Bowling Green, Ky., was chosen as
the 2003 Kentucky Association of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance Elementary Teacher of the

in Nashville, Tenn.

Enjoy short excursions to Hampton
Court, Windsor Castle, Oxford and

Cpt. Chris ('95) and Patricia
(Krouse) Moore ('94) of Columbia,

Dana (Devine) Brown ('96, '03) of

Erica (Browning) Nesbitt ('95, '00)

Bowling Green, Ky.

July 9 - 17, 2004

Healthcare. Jason is a Senior Validation
Specialist for King Phar maceuticals in
Bristol, Tenn.

1-888-958-2586 • Or fax 270-745-5017

Matthew

Chaudoin

('97)

of
Herndon, Ky., and Allison ( Barnard)

were married on Nov. I, 2003.
Matthew is a District Sales Manager for
Crow's Hylands. Allison is a Physical
Therapist at Jennie Stuart Medical
Center in Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Joy (Fischer) Freeman ('97) of

weighed 7 pounds and I ounce and was

Shelbyville, Ky., and her husband, Todd,
are proud to announce the birth of
their daughter, Madison Grace. She

19 inches long. She was born on Oct.
13, 2003 and is sure to be a future
Hilltopper.

weighed 6 pounds and 2 ounces and
was born on Jan. 27, 2004.
of

proud to announce the birth of their
first child, Trevor James. He weighed 8
pounds and 6 ounces and was 19 inches
long. H e was born on Feb. I I, 2003.

an architectural designer.

Duluth, Ga., were married in July 2003.

Hampton

('97)

Troy A . Nunn
('97) of Nashville,
Tenn., and his wife,
Kim, are proud to
announce the birth
of their daughter,
Olivia Kathryn. She
weighed 6 pounds
and

William ('99) and N atalie
(Bowling) Davenport ('00) of

Ryan Sandefur ('99) of Sacramento,
Ky., accepted the position of database
programmer at Trover Foundation
located in Madisonville, Ky. He and his
wife are proud to announce the birth
of their twin boys, Caleb and Evan.
They were born on May 13, 2002.

Jondra
(Stratton)
Shadowen
('99) of

2003.

Kevin A. Ball
('98) of

Benton, Ky.,
and her hus-

Cottontown, Tenn.,

band, Jake, are proud to announce the
birth of their first child, James Collin.
He weighed 9 pounds and I I ounces
and was 21 inches long. H e was born
on Nov. I I, 2003.

2000's
Susan E. Brown ('98) of Fishers, Ind.,
is currently employed with the
American Funds Group, a mutual fund
company.

Tracy (Corbitt) Burckhard ('98) of
Richmond, Ky., and her husband, Chris
,are proud to announce the birth of
their first child, Zachary Benton. He
weighed 2 pounds and IO ounces and
was born on Sept. 5, 2003.

Robert ('99) and Sara (Haswell)
Westerman ('98) of Louisville, Ky.,
are proud to announce the birth of
their daughter, Alexis Paige.
She
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Phillies baseball organization.

Ky.,

passed the CPA
exam in May 2003
and is currently
employed by Smith
& Scarbrough, PSC

-

Patrick ('00)
and Janet
(Brown)
Goodman ('99)
of Louisville, Ky.,
are
proud
to
announce the birth
of their daughter,
Talitha Elizabeth. She weighed 8 pounds
and 8 ounces and was 20 inches. She
was born on Dec. 22, 2003.

Todd ('00) and Amy (Cavitt)
Harper ('98) of Owensboro, Ky., were
married on Sept. 13, 2003.

Cara L.
Bennin gf ield
('03) of Bowling

an athletic trainer within the Philadelphia

Certified Public Accountants in

Russellville, Ky.

Le lan Hancock, Jr. ('0 I) of
Owensboro, Ky., and his wife, Lisa. are
proud to announce the birth of their
first child, Emily Elizabeth. She was
born on Nov. 22, 2003. Lelan began a
new job for the city of Owensboro, Ky.
on Dec. 3, 2003.

Franklin Todd Belcher ('00) of

2 ounces and was born on Sept. 4,

joined the law firm
of Bass, Berry &
Sims
in
the
Nashv l i e
Downtown office
as an associate.

Russellville,

Brian ('99) and Emily (Ramey)
Whaley ('98) of Bardstown, Ky., are

Hendersonville, Tenn., participated in a
project t hat was selected as the Project
of the Year (2002) by the Wyoming
Engineering Society. The project, at
UMC, is the first modular patient
tower in the United States. Hampton is

Barrett

Re becca L.
Barton ('00) of

Glasgow, Ky., received his Master of
Divinity from Southern Theological
Seminary on Dec. 12, 2003, and has been
accepted in PhD. Doctoral Program for
Philosophy
at
Southern
Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.
Belcher is currently an employee
of
Commonwealth
Broadcasting
Corporation in Glasgow Ky.

Christa (Butrum) Dawson ('00) of
Cordova, Tenn., was honored during
the Southern College of Optometry's
convocation ceremony and received
the $1,000 Kentucky Optometric
Foundation Scholarship for outstanding
skills in primary vision care and dedication to Optometry. Dawson also was
the recipient of a $1,750 UPS
Scholarship for excellence. Dawson is
currently a fourth year student at
Southern College of Optometry.

and advisors.

Amy
(Hoffman)
Miller ('0 I)

Danie l London ('03) of
Elizabethtown, Ky., is currently the Chief
of Staff for Congressman Ron Lewis.

of Scottsville,
Ky., and her

John Skinne r of Bowling Green, Ky., is

husband,
Justin, are proud to announce the birth
of their first child, Caroline Blair. She
weighed 8 pounds and 3 ounces and
was 21 inches long. She was born on
Jan. 25, 2004.

Clint ('02) and Amanda
(Anderson) Hardy ('03)
of Owensboro, Ky.. were married on
Oct. 4, 2003.

currently the executive
ARAMARK in Western

chef for
Kentucky

University's catering department. He is
also an ice sculptor.

N otables:
John Palmore of Frankfort, Ky., published the book An Opinionated Career:
Memoirs of a Kentucky Judge. The book
is Palmore's reflections as a prosecutor,
appellate judge, and a private attorney.

Jason R. Michael ('02) of Knoxville,
Tenn., will graduate from the University
of Tennessee with a Masters of Science
in Civil Engineering in May 2004.
Michael is currently a Graduate
Assistant Football Coach for the
University ofTennessee.

Brad ('00)
and
Heather
(Pope)
Lacefield
('00) of
Louisville, Ky., were married on Aug. 23,
2003. Brad is an Agency Field Specialist
with State Farm Insurance and
H eather is a Pharmaceutical Sales
Representative w ith Schering Plough.

Julian Christopher Mudd ('00) of
Leitchfield, Ky., graduated from the
University of Alabama in 2002 with an
MA in Sports Medicine Health Care.
Mudd is currently an Athletic Trainer
with Physical Therapy Solutions PSC and

Western Kentucky University

Green, Ky., was
promoted to senior
accountant
w ith the Bowling
Green office of
BKD, LLP, certified public accountants
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Dr. Donald Zacharias of Mississippi
State, Miss., was given a reception on
the campus of Mississippi State
University in tribute to his official
retirement as president emeritus of the
university and director of the John
Grisham Library.

In Memoriam
In Memory, we pay tribute to our alumni and friends who have passed away
during the past year. Our thoughts are with the friends and family.
Mr. Francis H.Allen

Dr. Spero Kereiakes

Mr.John Crutcher Allen '42

Mrs. Mayme W. Ker rick

Ms. Dorothy Babb '33

Ms. Wendy J. Kinkel

Mr.William L. Barnhouse '98

Ms. Carrie Lee Kuegel

Ms. Rachel Blevins

Mr. Edwar d N . Lawson

Ms. Mary Morehead Branson '35

M r. James A. Lones

Mr. Larry F. Brantley '58

Ms. Bertha P. Lowman

Mr. Emmett Burkeen

Mr. Joseph K. Mason

Ms. Mattye L. Butler '32

Mr. Jackson Miller

Mr. Matthew A. But trum

Mrs. Henrietta Moore

Mr. Marcus Gregory Caldwell '02

Mr. Robert Pay '40, '54

Mr. Kenneth R. Campbell '61

Mr. James D. Phifer '55

Mr. Carmen Cann

Ms. Jill Pickett '77

Mr. John R. Capps

Mr. Melvin Pippin

Ms. Milton Jean Carter Carpenter

Ms.Ann Morris Martin Rector '48,'72

Mr. Freeman Caruthers

Mr. Michael E. Rollings '82

Ms. Rachel Cate

Mr. Richard J. Rusnock '71

Ms. Ellen Catherine Mohon Cather '38

Mr. Joseph C. "Jim" Sanford '52

Mr. David E. Chestnut, Sr.

Mr. Rick L. Saylor '93

Dr. John A. Clements

Mr. Martin Schenck '99, 'O I

Mr. Edward L. Covington '60

Mr. Leonard T. Schira '55, '77, '79

Ms. Sara J. Crowe '46, '62

Ms. Dorothy J. Shanklin '72, '80

Mr. Bowman " Bo" Davenport 'SO

Ms.Ann Alexander Sheffer

Ms. Rosemary Haas Deeb

Mr. Paul A. Shepherd

Ms. Eleanor Douglas '36

M r. Gerald T. Shields

Ms. Rhonda Durbin '80

M r. Kenneth B. Sidwell

Mr.William F. Ennis 111 'SI

Mr. Marion J. Smith '49

Ms. Katherine N. Esterly '48

Ms. Nora Virginia Kerr Spalding

Mr.James D. Evans

Ms. Lucille M. Spinks

Mr.William T. Fulkerson 'SI

Mr. Michael D. Steenbergen

Ms. Emily Furnish '39, '69

Mrs. Raye Stevens

Mr. Larry Gibson '93, '99

Ms. Emma Lou Qohnson) Stockton '53

Mr.Ard us Goad '52, '55

Ms. Carolyn B. Swanson

Mr. Robert Emmett "Coach" Goranflo '35, '48

Mr. John H. Taylor '48,'56

Ms. Veta Hawks '72, '81

Mr. Francis H. Thompson

Mr. Hugh Heater

Mr.Avery J.Thurman

Ms. Frances P. Hesson

M r. William R. " Bill" Waddell

Ms. Lillian W Holman

Dr. John J. Weldon, Sr. '68

Ms. Katie Jeter

Ms. Mary T. White '65

Mr.William Andrew Johnson '35

Mr.James C.Williams '70

Mr.Joey Keeling '03

Mr. Sterling Willoughby, Jr. '42

Mr.JeffT. Kennedy

Mr. Gary S. Zapatka

COMMENTARY

Education Cuts Hard to Heal
The areas to be reduced or elimi-

ment's share of the overall budget.

travel,

subscriptions

and

dues,

nated as a result of the recently man-

Also, it was decided that current

dining/food, cell phones, postage, adver-

dated $5.6 million cut to Western

or future tuition increases would not

tising for vacant positions, energy con-

Kentucky University's budget have been

be used to accomplish this cut.

determined and approved by the Board

Additionally, any future tuition increas-

sumption, and water and wastewater.
As a result of this exercise, some

of Regents. Of the $5.6 m illion, $3.2

es will be used specifically to fund

much needed policy changes were

strategic objectives such as the
Academic Quality and Student Success

identified to produce the necessary
efficiencies to help meet our recurring

Initiative.

and non-recurring budget reduction

million is recurring or permanent, and
$2.4 million is a one-time reduction.
To say the process of releasing that

expenditure

targets. Foremost is a new budgeting

the fiscal year was difficult, is an under-

reductions to reach the $5.6 million

format to create specific and accurate

statement.

budget cut were:

account t itles to better identify the

amount of money seven months into
While many University

Among

t he

final

amounts and uses of money. Another

expenses, such as salaries, benefits, telephone service, etc. are paid incrementally over the course of the year, other
budget lines, such as computer equipment and software upgrades, office

retu rning $1.450.000 of unbudgete d
tuition revenue chat was frozen in
anticipation of such a cue;

ed basis. In the case of the latter, many
budget line items had been exhausted
and the chance for any recovery had
past.
Another particularly challenging

eliminating the budget for the Board
of Advisors and most of the funding
for the Presidents' C ircle Gala;
charging a three percent fee co
revenue-dependent accounts;

rather than across the board. The simplest method would have been to
implement a percentage cut of every

e liminating the University contribution
to the health insurance fund for
employees chat rece ive the flexbenefit contribution;
reducing overtime by 33 pe rcent.;

departmental budget; however, such a
policy would have unfairly penalized
programs and areas that are leading the

and among the best in the nation. It
would also have been bad for morale.
In addition to avoiding across-theboard cuts in the process, several other
objectives were identified:
• To protect academic major and
minor programs.
• To protect the physical integrity

would be disproportionate to a depart-

48

Gas money for the vintage
Vol kswagen van:
$60

divisions to earmark returned carry
forward dollars will however, be considered. Also. vacant positions must be
filled w ithin two years or they are elim-

Re l iving the 1970's
with fellow classmat es:

inated and fringe benefit money will be

PRICELESS!!!

fil led. And, a process w ill be initiated to
select a third party to administer

1970's WKU Alu mn i celebrate wit h P resident Ga ry Ransdell (right).

venience.
A complete breakdown of all
budget reductions and new policies can
be found at
http://www.wku.edu/budgetcuts.html.

e li minating the University subsidy
for the Institute for Economic
Development;

new policies which stem from it will

This budget cut process and the
help Western Kentucky University be a
more efficient and effective institution,
reducing the number of vacation days
an employee can accumulate from
24 to 20:
eliminating central funding for tuitio n
benefits for part- time faculty and staff:

while maintaining the momentum it has
gathered toward the goal of becoming
the best comprehensive university in
the Commonwealth and among the
best in the nation.

and eliminating che 50 percent
discount for athletic tickets.

Other divisional expenditures that
will be reduced or eliminated include

ij

1970'5

DECADE

REUNION

tuition payment plans for students and
families who wish to choose this con-

of the campus.
• To avoid any divisional cut that

$25

Requests from

reducing the budget for the Center
for Excellence in the College of
Education:

way in our quest to become the best
comprehensive institution in the state

possible reallocation.

allocated only after the position is
• reducing support for che Preston
Center:

aspect of the budget red uction process
was the decision to cut strategically

new policy is to return half of any
departmental or divisional carry forward money to the central budget for

drawing $1.2 from the emergency
reserve fund;

equipment, printing and professional
development are spent on an as-need-

Dry clean in g your
favorite leisure suit:
$10
Dance lessons for the
mash potato, the monkey,
and the all igator:

- Bob Edwards
serves as Vice President
of University Relations at
Western Kentucky Universiiy

Western Kentucky University

On February 28,2004 the Western Kentucky University Alumni Association held the 1970's Decade Reunion
in conjunction with Coming Home weekend. Attendees enjoyed activities including a campus tour, the Men's
Basketball Game versus Florida International, and a 70's dance featuring Skip Bond and the Fugitives. Various
reunions are held throughout the year to reunite and honor constituencies of Western Kentucky University.
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